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Dear FAM Equity-Income Shareholder,

Highlights:

• The Fund beat the market and its benchmark index.
• Companies in the Fund have grown their dividends 11.96% compounded over the last five years as of 

12/31/16.
• 80% of the companies in the Fund increased their dividend during 2016.

The FAM Equity-Income Fund prefers to invest in dividend-paying companies and each holding pays a dividend.  
We also like companies that grow their dividend over time.  It is important to remember that dividends are not 
guaranteed and a company’s future ability to pay dividends may be limited.  We invest in businesses that are pri-
marily in the mid-cap spectrum as they tend to grow faster than larger capitalization corporations.  Our Invest-
ment Research Team strives to generate investment returns with lower volatility and less risk than the overall 
market by investing in financially solid enterprises with strong balance sheets that have little or no debt.

Performance Detail
The Fund gained 21.59%.  This result far outpaced our benchmark, the Russell Midcap Index, by 790 basis points 
(7.90%) and the S&P 500 Index by 963 basis points (9.63%).  Performance was driven by strong results in our Indus-
trials sector holdings as well as Financials and Information Technology.   

Performance 1-Year 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year Since Inception 
4/1/1996

FAM Equity-Income Fund 21.59% 9.19% 13.41% 6.93% 8.82%

Russell Midcap Index 13.80% 7.92% 14.72% 7.86% 10.21%

S&P 500 Index 11.96% 8.87% 14.66% 6.95% 8.20%

The majority of the outperformance came in the first and fourth quarters.  During the first quarter the market 
slid over concerns of the Chinese economy slowing.  The Fund held up better than the market during the decline 
and provided us with some buying opportunities as well.  We had plenty of cash available to add to positions at 
attractive prices.  Many of these purchases contributed to the annual performance.  

Another buying opportunity presented itself after the Brexit vote.  Again, we put cash to work.  During the second 
and third quarter investors developed a thirst for dividend-paying stocks and bid up REITs (real estate investment 
trusts), consumer staples, and utilities to levels we felt were unreasonable.  We trimmed a number of names dur-
ing this period to protect investors from eventual declines in these areas — declines that did in fact happen begin-
ning in late summer.  We also used the stronger market backdrop to sell some holdings that had not performed 
up to our expectations.

Best Performers
Stryker Corp. was the best performing company, on a dollar-weighted basis, in the Fund for the year with a gain 
of $2.58 million.  Stryker is a leader in orthopedic implants, such as hips and knees, as well as medical and surgi-
cal products like hospital beds and surgical instruments.  Management continued to produce adjusted earnings 
growth in the low- to mid-teens for the year.  One of the hallmarks of Stryker is their top-notch management team 
and solid execution.  The corporation has been able to consistently grow their market share by bringing innova-
tive products to the market and providing attractive and economic solutions to healthcare providers.  Stryker 
also has a history of making accretive acquisitions which add to sales and earnings growth.  In 2016, they bought 
Physio-Control, which is a leader in the Automated External Defibrillator (AED) market.  This is a mature market, 
but there is a replacement cycle that should drive future growth.  Another avenue of growth should come from 
international expansion as Stryker has less penetration in this market than its peers.  We do not believe changes 
in the Affordable Care Act will have a material impact on the business going forward.  



Stock Yards Bancorp was the second-best performer with an increase of $2.57 million.  The bank was a new ad-
dition to the Fund in January when we were able to purchase shares at what we felt was a good price.  Given the 
performance of the stock in 2016, it proved to be a good price.  The bank provides commercial lending, invest-
ment management, and trust services.  Management sticks to what they do well and has steadily grown earnings.  
The financial profile of the bank may get a boost as interest rates rise because they should be able to make more 
money on each loan without doing anything.  They should also benefit if banking regulations relax.  Regulations 
have been a significant burden on banks for the last few years.  After the presidential election, bank stocks, as a 
group, jumped on the prospect of higher interest rates and less regulation. 

EOG Resources was the third-best performing company in the Fund with a gain of $2.36 million.  EOG is an en-
ergy exploration, development, and production firm (an oil company).  Similar to other oil companies, the stock 
price moves in tandem with the price of oil.  In February 2016, the price of oil bottomed out around $30 per barrel 
and then rebounded strongly to more than $50 per barrel.  EOG’s stock price followed suit.  We like EOG not only 
because they are good operators in the industry, but they also have a strong balance sheet which reduces risk 
when the price of oil goes down.  This strong balance sheet gives them the ability to make acquisitions.

Worst Performers
Patterson Companies was the worst performer, on a dollar-weighted basis, in the portfolio for the year with a 
loss of -$442,038.  This underperformance was driven by earnings that were below expectations for the fiscal 
second quarter and management’s reduction of guidance for the full year calling for earnings below the previous 
year.  The earnings disappointment was due to a number of factors: negative growth of dental consumable sales; 
the short-term impact of realigning the dental sales force; and a major pharmaceutical supplier in the Animal 
Health area moving away from using distributors to reach their customers to a direct sales model.  Additionally, 
Patterson announced that they would not renew their exclusive distribution arrangement with Sirona.  By not 
being tied to Sirona products, it opens the door for Patterson to distribute other competing brands — most of 
which they already service through annual contracts with dentists.  While we are disappointed with the results, 
we believe they should get back on track in 2017 and are watching this holding carefully.

Tupperware Brands was the second-worst performing company with a loss of -$199,980.  Tupperware struggled 
to grow sales around the world, particularly in emerging markets which comprise two-thirds of their sales.  This 
was further exacerbated by weakening currencies against the strong dollar.  They are working on reinvigorating 
sluggish markets through updating their training methods and delivering it digitally.  This will be the third year 
of declining earnings due mainly to currency.  On the bright side, as currency stabilizes and the training initia-
tives gain traction, management should have more cash flow to buy back stock and increase the dividend.  Over 
the last five years, Tupperware has bought back 20 percent of the outstanding shares and increased the dividend 
by nearly 90 percent.  

The third-worst performer for the year was DSW with a decline of -$180,036.  This is the second year in a row 
that DSW made our worst performing list.  Despite this, we are down only slightly on our cost basis due to add-
ing to our position at below-average prices.  DSW is a shoe retailer with 501 stores. They sell brand-name shoes 
to women, men, and kids.  Customers are able to buy the same shoes they see at department stores at discounted 
prices.  The stock declined for the year because earnings growth did not materialize despite posting higher con-
stant currency sales.  Management lowered their earnings outlook slightly for the year based solely on currency 
fluctuation.  DSW is going through a leadership transition.  A new CEO took over in the early part of 2016 and he 
appears to be moving things in the right direction.  There is also a new CFO and a person responsible for some of 
the merchandising missteps in the past has left the company.  In a recent meeting with the management team, 
there is clearly a new level of energy.  The CEO has taken concrete steps to improve results which have already 
started to show progress.  

Portfolio Activity
Purchases
We purchased six new holdings in the Fund during 2016: Air Products and Chemicals, Interpublic Group, Robert 
Half International, Stock Yards Bancorp, T. Rowe Price, and Omnicom.

Air Products is an industrial gas business and is the smallest remaining public company in the industry.  We pur-
chased Airgas the previous year, but it was acquired by Linde.  We like the industry and feel there is a sustainable 
growth opportunity so we bought the next largest competitor in the industry.  Air Products has a new CEO who is 
highly capable and has a worldview that is similar to ours.  We are delighted to own shares in the firm.

Interpublic Group and Omnicom are advertising companies.  Both companies are indispensable in creating ad-
vertising for large consumer-facing businesses.  They specialize in traditional media as well as new digital media.  



As more “free media” is consumed, we believe that advertising will be used as the means to pay for it.  Addition-
ally, consumers are looking for differentiated products and experiences.  Advertising is one way that companies 
can demonstrate their distinction.  

Robert Half is a temporary employment agency.  They specialize in providing staffing in the accounting, legal, 
and Information Technology (IT) professions.  They also have a consulting arm.  This is a cyclical business so in-
vestors sold the stock as the economy reached full employment, anticipating the next downturn.  We are likely 
early in our purchase, but plan to build the position opportunistically over time.

Stock Yards Bancorp is a small bank in the Louisville, Indianapolis, and Cincinnati metropolitan markets.  The 
bank is primarily a commercial lender and also has a small investment management arm.  Stock Yards consis-
tently ranks among the strongest, fastest-growing, community banks in the country as measured by earnings 
growth and its high returns on equity and assets.  

T. Rowe Price is one of the preeminent investment management companies in the world.  They are based in Balti-
more, MD.  The organization provides a broad array of mutual funds, sub-advisory services, and separate account 
management for individual and institutional investors, retirement plans, and financial intermediaries.  T. Rowe 
has seen asset outflows which has led to flat earnings.  We believe asset flows should turn positive in the future.

Sales
During the year we sold six positions: OneBeacon Insurance, McGrath RentCorp, Joy Global, McCormick & Com-
pany, American Eagle Outfitters, and Meridian Bioscience.

We sold McGrath and OneBeacon because they were underperformers in the portfolio and we did not believe that 
future results would be meaningfully different from past results.

We sold Meridian Bioscience because we are skeptical about their future growth rate.

Joy Global was sold because they cut their dividend.  Since we prefer dividend growth, we are philosophically op-
posed to owning dividend cutters.

Finally, we sold American Eagle and McCormick after both stocks reached our sell targets.  Both enterprises were 
solid performers for the Fund and we may own them again in the future at lower valuations.

Outlook
Dividend Growth Strategy: There has been extensive research conducted on the benefits of investing in com-
panies that pay dividends. In fact, Standard & Poors published an in-depth article in 2013, “Dividend Investing 
And A Look Inside The S&P Dow Jones Dividend Indices,” on how dividends contribute to investor returns. They 
concluded that over the 87-year period from 1926 to 2012, dividend income contributed approximately one-third 
to equity returns for the S&P 500 Index. We view these annual dividends as giving the investor a “head start” on 
investment returns. 

Every holding in the FAM Equity-Income Fund pays a dividend. We seek to invest in high dividend-paying busi-
nesses and ones that grow their dividend quickly. On average, the Fund’s holdings increased their dividends 
at an 11.96% compound annualized growth rate over the past five years (as of 12/31/16). This growth is broad-
based across the portfolio. In fact, 80% of the companies represented in the Fund raised their dividend in the last 
12 months as of year-end. We favor investing in businesses that are growing their dividends swiftly because it 
means the underlying operation is expanding. It also means that they are generating more cash than needed to 
reinvest back into the company. These growing dividends contribute to total stock return.

We believe the backdrop for businesses to grow their sales and earnings is positive over the coming years; how-
ever, we are cautious on valuations.  The market moved up in a dramatic fashion after the election based on 
President-Elect Trump potentially lowering corporate tax rates and reducing burdensome regulations which are 
more onerous on the economy than beneficial to their particular interests.  If both of these things happen, then 



stocks are cheaper than they appear.  If they do not, then stocks are expensive and future returns could be muted.  
We believe dividends will remain an important part of investor returns and should also steady returns in choppy 
markets while continuing to give investors a head start on their returns.

As always, we are working diligently on your behalf.  We thank you for your continued support.

Paul Hogan, CFA   Thomas O. Putnam
Co-Manager    Co-Manager



AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTAL RETURNS AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2016
The performance data quoted represents past performance.

SINCE 
INCEPTION    10 YEAR  5 YEAR 3 YEAR 1 YEAR

TOTAL ANNUAL FUND 
OPERATING EXPENSES*

FAM EQUITY-INCOME FUND 8.82% 
(4/1/96)  

6.93% 13.41% 9.19% 21.59% 1.26%

* Disclosure:  Expenses are from the most recent prospectus.  The total operating expense as reported in the Fund’s 
audited financial statements as of 12/31/15 is 1.27%. 
Past performance is not indicative of future results, current performance may be lower or higher than the per-
formance date quoted. Investment returns may fluctuate; the value of your investment upon redemption may be 
more or less than the initial amount invested.
Please consider a fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses carefully before investing. The FAM 
Funds prospectus or summary prospectus contains this and other important information about the FAM Equity-
Income Fund and should be read carefully before you invest or send money. The principal risks of investing in the 
Funds are: stock market risk (stocks fluctuate in response to the activities of individual companies and to general 
stock market and economic conditions), stock selection risk (Fenimore utilizes a value approach to stock selection 
and there is risk that the stocks selected may not realize their intrinsic value, or their price may go down over 
time), and small-cap risk (prices of small-cap companies can fluctuate more than the stocks of larger companies 
and may not correspond to changes in the stock market in general).
To obtain a prospectus or summary prospectus and performance data that is current to the most recent month-
end for each fund as well as other information on the FAM Equity-Income Fund, please go to famfunds.com or call 
(800) 932-3271.

Distributed by FENIMORE SECURITIES, INC.

Member FINRA/SIPC

(800) 932-3271

famfunds.com

FAM EQUITY-INCOME FUND TOP 10 HOLDINGS
As of 12/31/16
Name      % of Total Net Assets
CDW Corporation    5.6%
Stryker Corporation    5.1%
Flowers Foods, Inc.    5.0%
Arthur J. Gallagher & Co.   4.7%
Xilinx, Inc.     4.7%
Ross Stores, Inc.    4.2%
EOG Resources, Inc.    3.9%
Microchip Technology Incorporated  3.7%
Interpublic Group of Companies, Inc.  3.4%
Air Products & Chemicals   3.4%
TOTAL NET ASSETS          $198,520,045


